1. BERNABO,

Paul.

Two fascinating broadsheets for his travelling zoo.
Two broadsheets (400 x 243 mm.; 218 x 380 mm.). Germany?, circa 1851.

Travelling menagerie including an Australian dingo
Two fine German broadsheets, advertising a travelling zoo. Among the fascinating animals
listed as being exhibited, the Australian dingo makes a rather surprising inclusion.
The 1840s and 1850s had witnessed a distinct rise in the popularity of travelling menageries
throughout the world; one thinks of the Beaumont-Waller exhibits held in Hyde Park in
Sydney in 1847. A staple of such exhibits was a wide variety of animals from the far-flung
reaches of the globe, with the exotic and the ferocious equally prized. Although we have not
found much recorded about Paul Bernabo (‘from Italy’ notes one of the broadsheets here),
he had clearly learnt the lessons of showmanship, as can be seen from his use of a dramatic
woodcut of a snake strangling a tiger.

€1,500 							

Hordern House Rare Books Stuttgart 2021

for details and images

2. BLAND,

William.

The Atmotic Ship…
Single printed sheet measuring 570 x 445 mm. in good condition, mounted. Sydney, David Mason, printer,
circa 1866.

Atmotic: pioneering steam driven airship in 1860s Sydney
Rare Sydney broadside and a milestone in aviation history. This ephemeral large single sheet
promotes the ‘Atmotic Ship’ – an early steam driven airship designed to carry passengers,
the inspiration of Sydney surgeon and parliamentarian William Bland (1789-1868). The
Atmotic ship was to be a self-propelled balloon fitted with a large deck capable of holding
numerous passengers. It was to be driven by steam powered propellers and controlled with
a simple steering apparatus. In this broadside, printed some 15 years after Bland patented his
invention, the airship is described and illustrated with four detailed plans. Various practical
hazards and obstacles are broached, including the danger of the inflammable gas balloon
exploding, and the alarming risk of lighting striking the vessel. Possible uses identified for
the craft include astronomy, the delivery of long-distance post, and safe carriage of gold and
gemstones, as well as exploring the interior of Australia and other inaccessible regions.

€1,700 							

Hordern House Rare Books Stuttgart 2021

for details and images

3. [COOK:

SCURVY] PRINGLE, Sir John, editor.

A Discourse upon… the Means for Preserving the Health of Mariners…
Small quarto, [iv], 44 pp. with the half-title, woodcut title device and headpiece, leaf C4 a cancel as usual;
modern green quarter morocco. London, Royal Society, 1776.

Captain Cook’s measures against scurvy
Published after the second voyage, this is one of the most significant and one of the rarest
of all the printed works relating to Cook’s voyages: the first appearance in print of Cook’s
epoch-making account of the successful measures taken against scurvy on the first two
voyages. There were several later versions and translations, but this original edition has long
been acknowledged as a major rarity. The paper on scurvy was read to the Royal Society by
its president, Sir John Pringle – in the absence of Cook himself, then just beginning his final
voyage – as the year’s Copley medal award, and immediately published in this form.
Pringle’s long presentation address, quoting directly from Cook and other sources, is followed by Cook’s paper and an extract from a letter by Cook to Pringle written from Plymouth
Sound in July 1776. The paper subsequently appeared in the official account of the second
voyage and in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society. In 1783 a series of six of
Pringle’s discourses at the annual presentations of the Copley medal was published in one
volume.
The winning of the battle against scurvy was one of the most important achievements in the
general field of exploration. It made possible the major voyages that followed. As Robert
Hughes so aptly put it in The Fatal Shore: ‘malt juice and pickled cabbage put Europeans in
Australia as microchip circuitry would put Americans on the moon…’.

€27,300 						for details and images
Beddie, 1290; Holmes, 20; Kroepelien, 1065; Norman sale, 378; Streeter (Sr.) sale, 2410.
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4. EDGE-PARTINGTON,

James and Charles HEAPE.

An Album of the Weapons, Tools, Ornaments, Articles of Dress &c of the Natives of the Pacific Islands…
Three volumes, oblong folio, with 854 lithographic plates loose in the three original cloth portfolios, as
issued, complete with the leaves of additional notes published respectively in 1892, 1895 and 1899; the
blue-grey cloth portfolios with clasps, printed labels. Manchester, issued for private circulation by James
Edge-Partington & Charles Heape, “Lithographed by Palmer, Howe & Co., Manchester”, 1890/1895/1898.

The complete set of a core ethnographical classic
Very rare complete and in the original portfolios as issued: the three discrete series, limited
respectively to 150, 150 and 175 copies, form the complete publication of this monumental
undertaking. A fundamental work on the native art and artefacts of the Pacific, it is only very
occasionally offered for sale. Edge-Partington, the great British anthropologist and authority
on Pacific ethnology, also a celebrated book-collector, based his drawings in the earlier series
chiefly on objects in his own collection or in the British Museum, and later added objects from
other sources, especially Australia, New Zealand and Hawaii. Baldwin Spencer provided
objects from Central Australia to be recorded, and their depictions here predate some of the
same material published by Spencer and Gillen. Charles Heape, Edge-Partington’s co-author,
was also a collector, and both men ultimately donated their vast holdings to museums in
England, Australia, and New Zealand. All three series were very limited in number; all three
are signed by both authors.

€15,000 						for details and images
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5. FORSTER,

Georg.

‘O-Tahiti’ [in] Göttingisches Magazin der Wissenschaft und Litteratur.
Small octavo, a handsome copy in the original decorative wrappers (thus retaining the publisher’s prospectus on the front and rear endpapers), untrimmed. Göttingen, Johann Christian Dieterich, 1780.

Forster on Spanish visits to Tahiti
A good copy and now rare: known to O’Reilly & Reitman’s exhaustive bibliography as the
earliest full publication regarding the Spanish voyages to Tahiti in the 1770s. This is the first
issue of the first volume of the Göttingisches Magazin, the important scientific periodical edited
by Georg Forster and Georg Lichtenberg. Included here is Georg Forster’s notable contribution on Tahiti, a 36-page essay on the Spanish voyages to Tahiti in the 1770s.

€3,300 							for details and images
O’Reilly-Reitman, 512.
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6. FORSTER,

Johann Reinhold.

A Catalogue of the Animals of North America.
Octavo, with an engraved frontispiece; a delightful copy in its original binding of unlettered speckled
sheep. London, B. White, 1771.

Forster’s how-to on collecting: a primer for Cook’s second
voyage
First edition, and a rare early work by the German-born scientist most famous for sailing on
Cook’s second voyage. Forster was a difficult man but a serious researcher, and this work
represents his attempt to systematise the fragmented field of natural history studies from
the Americas, largely based on specimens he had access to in British collections, particularly
those of Joseph Banks (marked ‘B’) and Anna Blackburne (‘Mus. Bl,’). Averil Lysaght has
pointed out that the Banks material derives from his important visit to Newfoundland and
Labrador in 1766.

€9,000 							for details and images
Hoare (ed.), The Resolution Journal of Johann Reinhold Forster; Lysaght, ‘Joseph Banks in Newfoundland and
Labrador, 1766’, 1971, p.251; NLA online catalogue; O’Reilly-Reitman, 2464; Pritzel, 2974 (journal publication only); Sabin,
25133.
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7. [HAWAIIAN

IMPRINT] HYMNAL. BINGHAM, Hiram and

others.
O ke Kumu Leomele, no na Himeni…
Duodecimo, 360 pp., 194 hymns many with full musical notation; in excellent condition in old sprinkled
and polished calf, later spine ornately gilt with red leather label; in a full calf protective bookform case.
Oahu, Na na Misionari, 1834.

The first Hawaiian printed music
Rare and important: a delightful copy of this Hawaiian hymnal with extensive four-part
musical scoring, the very first music to be printed in the Islands. The title translates as ‘The
rules of music, for hymns and psalms [with which] to praise God.’ This title refers to the first
section of the work (56 pp.), which is a musical instruction manual, beginning with ‘names
for various notes (sharps, flats, clefs, etc.) and ways of reading music; then scales and octaves
(here La, Mi, Pa, Ko, Li, Ha, No, La); music notes with scores; and finally music and words.’
(Forbes) The second part is a hymnal with 194 hymns. Copies were known to have been
distributed before the work as a whole was completed (and some copies are known with only
the first 56-page section). Following this is a second title-page for ‘Na hiimeni Hawaii, me na
leomele; oia ka lua o na hapa o ke kumu leomele’ (Hawaiian hymns, with their music; the
second part of the rules of music).

€6,700 							for details and images
Provenance: With contemporary ink inscription “Hymn Book. Presented by [indecipherable]”.
Forbes, ‘Hawaiian National Bibliography’, 917; Judd and Bell, 110.
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8. HOSTE,

Paul and C.F.L. FONTENAY.

Søe-Evolutioner eller En Orlogs-Flodes…
Folio, with woodcut headpieces, tailpieces, and initials, engraved allegorical frontispiece and 68 full-page
plates, mostly showing various formations, manoeuvring, and engagements of naval fleets; title-page with
oval library stamp of “Søe Officerernes Bibliothek Stempel”; a fine, fresh copy in an attractive contemporary calf binding, decorative gilt borders to sides with the cipher of King Christian VII of Denmark at the
centre. Copenhagen, Ernst Henrich Berling, 1743.

Royal copy of an important work on naval manoeuvres
A wonderful royal copy of this splendid naval work. This is the first edition of this important
Danish work on naval manoeuvres, loosely based on the French classic L’Art des Armées
Navales by Père Paul l’Hoste, first published in Lyons in 1697. Instructions are given for the
fleet to sail out in an orderly formation, deploy for battle in line or column, retreat, cope with
foul weather, and so on. The fine and detailed engravings illustrate how the ships of a fleet
should shift from one formation to another.

€4,800 							for details and images
Provenance: Originally bound for Christian VII (1749-1808) who ruled as King of
Denmark and Norway from 1766.
NMM Library Catalogue, 736 (citing the first edition).
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9. KUNTH,

Carl Sigismund.

Enumeratio Plantarum Omnium Hucusque Cognitarum, secundum familias
naturales disposita, adjectis characteribus, differentiis et synonymis…
Six volumes, octavo, each volume with both series title and individual title bound in, supplement volume
with 40 plates, some toning and spotting; an excellent set in contemporary tan quarter calf, gilt. Stuttgart
and Tübingen, sumtibus J.G. Cottae, 1833-, 1850.

The new science of botany
A magisterial six-volume work, heavily indebted to Robert Brown, and bringing plant
catalogues into the modern scientific era. Hundreds of Australian plants are included, the
vast majority now with carefully argued notes and great lists of references.
Carl Sigismund Kunth (1788-1850) was a German botanist who worked closely with Alexander von Humboldt on plants from North and South America; this work is in fact dedicated to
Humboldt. Kunth worked with both Humboldt and Bonpland in Paris from 1813-1819, before
returning to become Professor of Botany at Berlin University in 1820, where he also became
attached to the Botanical Garden. His collection became part of the Royal Herbarium in Berlin
after his death.

€2,000 							
Nissen BBI, 1112; Pritzel, 4935.
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for details and images

10. LORY,

Gabriel Ludwig and Mathias Gabriel.

Principes de Paysage, pour apprendre à dessiner et colorer à l’aquarelle…
Four parts, folio, in original printed wrappers with explanatory text on the inner front wrapper and
containing 37 aquatint plates, 27 of which are coloured; in very fine condition as issued. Paris, Bance aîné,
1809.

painting in watercolour demonstrated in aquatint printing
Extremely rare first edition of this series of studies composed by father and son, Gabriel
Ludwig Lory (1763-1840) and Mathias Gabriel Lory (1784-1846), both artists, engravers
and above all painters of Swiss landscapes, the genre in which they made their reputation.
Originally from Berne, they worked for some years in Neuchâtel. This splendid series of four
wrappered folios, containing nine or ten aquatinted plates each, sets out to show how landscape depiction in watercolour should proceed from outline to finished work, demonstrating
the colour effects by aquatint printing. Its 37 plates show the progression through four or five
stages of colouring from outline and subsequent stages to a fully coloured version. Conceived
as an instructional series for advanced watercolourists this also succeeds as a bravura
demonstration of aquatint printing. Each section has a long printed discussion piece on the
inner front wrapper while the inner rear wrapper contains instructions, particularly relating
to colour effects, specific to the images in that part. We have not traced a record of this work
in any institutional library.

€16,200 						

for details and images

Provenance: Private collection (Europe).
Lonchamp, 1853; Conrad Mandach, “Deux peintres suisses: Gabriel Lory le père (1763–1840) et Gabriel Lory le fils (1784–
1846)”, Lausanne 1920.
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11. MACROBIUS,

Ambrosius Theodosius.

In somnium Scipionis expositio…
Small folio (302 x 198mm), 191 leaves (initial blank leaf discarded), with seven diagrams and a world
map within the text; capital spaces blank; a fine, large copy in handsome Regency russia leather, sides
richly tooled in gilt and blind with anthemion and scroll motifs, spine lettered in gilt and stamped in blind
and gilt in compartments, all edges gilt, with lavender endpapers, by S. Ridge, of Grantham, with his ticket;
Syston Park bookplates (see below). Brescia, Boninus de Boninis, 1483.

First appearance of the Macrobian world map
A superb copy of this great and rare book, from the library at Syston Park, with the first
appearance in print of the famous Macrobian world map, the most influential of all preRenaissance views of the world, including an antipodean, southern continent. Printed in
Brescia, in the first decade of printing there, this strikingly handsome production is the first
edition of Macrobius’s Commentary on the Dream of Scipio to print the scientific diagrams and
the world map. Since these had not been included in the only earlier printing of the text
(Venice 1472, an edition which was therefore less than complete, as the map and diagrams
are specifically referred to by Macrobius to illustrate ideas discussed in the text), this is the
preferred early edition.
Macrobius’s famous map figures a massive antipodal southern continent. One of the very
earliest of all maps of the world, this woodcut shows a globe split into two -- Europe and
the balancing Antipodes - and surrounded by ocean at the edges. This remarkable image,
which survived by manuscript transmission from the fifth century into the age of printing,
had a strong and lingering effect on post-Renaissance and pre-discovery geography. It is also
the first printed map to show the currents of the oceans. Its large southern continent carries
the legend ‘Pervsta / Temperata, antipodum / nobis incognita’. For a thousand years the
Macrobian world map formed the basis of world geography, until Renaissance exploration
replaced it with discovered fact, and all pre-discovery mapping was to some extent based on
it, as were all ideas of a southern hemisphere, a southern continent, or an antipodes.

€137,900 						

for details and images

Provenance: Syston Park (armorial bookplate to front pastedown); Sir John Hayford
Thorold, 10th Baronet, (1773-1831), engraved monogram.
Beaglehole, ‘Journals of Captain James Cook’ I, p. xxv (and fig. 2); BMC, VII, 968; Goff, M9; Hain, *10427; Sander, 4072;
Shirley, ‘Mapping of the World’, 13, plate 21 (“Block 1”); Wroth, ‘Early Cartography of the Pacific’, ‘Early cartography of the
Pacific’, 16 (and plate III).
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12. NADASDY,

Ferencz III, Count de.

Mausoleum potentissimorum ac gloriosissimorum regni…
Folio, title-page in black and red, additional engraved title, 59 full-page portrait engravings in the text; in
contemporary vellum, spine lettered in ink. Nuremberg, Endter, 1664.

Hungarian nobility and royalty
First edition of this handsome work on the Hungarian monarchy with a wonderful series
of fifty-nine full-length heraldic portraits of kings and nobles of Hungary, sometimes with
detailed views in the background of battles, landscapes, or cities. The text contains laudatory
poetry for past kings and leaders, in both German and Latin. Ferencz III, Count de Nádasdy,
was a prominent nobleman and patriotic Hungarian statesman who opposed the despotic
policy of the Emperor Leopold. Unjustly condemned for conspiring against Leopold, he
was beheaded in 1671. In this book, which is dedicated to the Hungarian nobility, he had
promoted the idea of an independent Hungarian monarchy. The unsigned engravings, here
in notably fine and dark impressions, are of great quality.

€2,600 							
Apponyi, 863; Graesse, IV, 643; Lipperheide, EA 11.
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for details and images

13. [NEW

GUINEA] MIKLOUHO-MACLAY, Nicholas.

Portrait of Koapena, Chief of the Aroma district, New Guinea…
Signed with initials, dated twice and extensively inscribed: 31\viii 81.Quapena/Luepada of Maupa/District
Aroma/South Coast/New Guinea. / “Carthona”/Sydney/23 Jan. 1885/’Momento” from New-GuineaCommodore J. Erskine. R.N.-, pen and brown ink and pencil with coloured chalk; 34cm x 25 cm, mounted and framed. Sydney,1885.

Miklouho-Maclay’s portrait of Koapena for Sir James Erskine
A superb portrait by the Russian scientist and artist Miklouho-Maclay, depicting the striking
New Guinean man Koapena (or “Quapena”), a chief in the region of Hood Lagoon, south-east
of Port Moresby.
The portrait, known in two different versions, of which this is the larger and more detailed,
is thought to be the only depiction of Koapena ever made. As the detailed inscriptions in
Miklouho-Maclay’s hand make clear, he presented it to the Commodore of the Australia
Station, Sir James Erskine, just after the latter had returned from his visit to Port Moresby and
the Hood Lagoon in November 1884, where he had proclaimed the British Protectorate, one
of the most momentous events in the history of the close relationship between New Guinea
and Australia.
Koapena was a towering figure and made a lasting impression on all he met: the Australian
journalist Charles Lyne, who accompanied Erskine to New Guinea, spoke for most when he
called Koapena “a great fighting chief, and one of the finest men we had seen” (Lyne, New
Guinea, p. 114). More than that, Erskine interviewed Koapena at length while at anchor on
board HMS Nelson and personally presented the chief with an ebony baton in recognition of
his authority.
Not only has Miklouho-Maclay rendered Koapena with great sensitivity, but the portrait
has an important degree of scientific rigour, which means that he has included an accurate
portrayal of the elaborate tattoos, most notably the blue crosses with which Koapena’s body
was decorated. Charles Lyne noted that these crosses were representations of the number of
people killed by Koapena in battle: “sixty-three were counted,” the journalist commented,
“besides many other marks which represented the enemies killed by his tribe” (Lyne, New
Guinea, p. 114).

€70,500 						

for details and images

Provenance: A gift from the artist to Commodore Erskine, 1885; remaining in the
family until recent years then private collection (U.K.) until 2016
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14. PAULINUS

OF ST. BARTHOLOMEW [also called Johann
Philipp Wesdin or Werdin].

India Orientalis Christiana continens fundationes ecclesiarum…
Three works bound together, quarto, the first main work with folding map, 2 plates and an engraved
portrait vignette, with two shorter pamphlets (24 & 26 pp.); an attractive copy in contemporary patterned vellum boards, spine banded, red morocco spine label faded. Rome, Typis Salomonianis, 1794.

Eighteenth-century India by a noted orientalist
Three works by Paulinus, including his important India Orientalis Christiana, a study of and
introduction to the Carmelite missions in India in the late eighteenth century, in a particularly
attractive contemporary binding. The work is illustrated with two plates and a fine map of
India, as well as a smaller vignette portrait of Paulinus himself. Paulinus of St Bartholomew
(1748-1806), also known as Johann Philipp Werdin or Wesdin, was a missionary and orientalist. A member of the Carmelite Order, in 1774 he was sent to India (Malabar) where he was
appointed vicar general of his order. In 1789 he was recalled to Rome in order to report on the
mission, and given the task of preparing books for the use of missionaries.

€2,600 							
Streit, VI, 683.
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for details and images

15. [RESTIF

DE LA BRETONNE, Nicolas Edmé].

La Découverte Australe par un Homme-volant…
Four volumes, duodecimo, with altogether 23 engraved plates including the large double-plate (numbered 23-24, and thus sometimes leading to some confusion about the correct number of plates): pp.
[3]-240, with four plates; [241]-436, with sixteen plates; [437]-624, 92, with two plates; [93]-422, [6], [2]
‘table de figures’, [2] adverts, with one double plate; without the dated ‘faux-titre’ (‘manque dans presque
tous les exemplaires’, and see below), but with the six ‘Diatribes’ normally suppressed (‘de la plus grand
rareté’); a fine copy in full crushed blue levant, spines lettered in gilt and decorated between raised
bands, gilt florets and blind borders to sides, all edges gilt, gilt inner dentelles; a very attractive and neatly
bound set.“Leïpsick: Et se trouve à Paris” [i.e. Paris],1781.

Flying to Australia, and Hawaiian Anthropophages: by the Rousseau of the gutter
First edition, early complete and uncensored issue, of this remarkable book, very rare indeed
on the market, describing an imaginary voyage by flying machine to Australia. The work is as
famous for its strikingly beautiful suite of engravings as for its remarkable `text. An illustrated utopia, and a pioneering work in the genre of air navigation, it was published just two
years before Montgolfier’s first balloon ascent, and is ‘undoubtedly the most significant work
of science-based speculative fiction produced before the French Revolution’ (Brian Stableford,
editor of the adaptation The Discovery of the Austral Continent by a flying Man, Hollywood,
2016). Restif de la Bretonne (1734-1806), the rival of Sade, compulsive writer and famous
shoe-fetishist, was an eclectic and prodigious writer, author of more than 200 works.

€27,000 						for details and images
http://www.hordern.com/details.php?record=4505104
Provenance: “N.J.O.” (presumably American, since his romantic bookplate, dated 1900, is by
William Fowler Hopson, the New Haven Connecticut engraver); private collection (Sydney).
Barbier, I, p.847; Brockett, 10313; Cohen-De Ricci, 877; Davidson, ‘A Book Collector’s Notes’, p.45; Lacroix, XXIV; Lewis,
p.157 (microform copy only); Negley, 959; O’Reilly-Reitman, 9295; James Rives Childs, Restif de la Bretonne: témoignages
et jugements, bibliographie, 1949, XXIII, 1:”Edition originale de l’un des ouvrages les plus extraordinaires et rares de Restif”.
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16. RIDINGER,

Johann Elias (1698-1767).

Représentations des animaux selon leur grande variété et leurs belles
couleurs …
Two volumes bound together, large folio (433 x 281 cm); each volume with engraved frontispiece printed in red (vol. 1 without title showing a medallion portrait of the artist on a plinth, surrounded by wild
animals in a sylvan background; vol. 2 with title showing a bear, 3 dogs, a hunting rifle and other equipment before a monument with “2ter Theil.” in a sylvan background) and variously 63 and 64 engraved
plates (plate size 315 x 215 mm; not numbered, but each volume with a hierarchical table giving the
number of plates in each group and the totals 64 and 65 including the frontispieces); also with an engraved tailpiece, 4 woodcut tailpieces and decorations made from typographic ornaments; the German
text set in fraktur type and the French in roman with italic headings; the 127 plates coloured by an early
hand; near-contemporary half calf, spine panelled in gilt, gilt morocco spine label, with a lion device in the
top panel and a small vignette (a mother holding a child, flanked by a pelican and stag, with 2 birds in the
air) in the bottom panel, the others with a single decoration (incorporating a shell and two asterisks);
sprinkled-paper sides and marbled endpapers.Augsburg, Martin Elias Ridinger & Johann Jacob Ridinger,
1768.

one of the finest works on quadrupeds
Rare complete first edition of Ridinger’s great series of quadrupeds, in the original German
with French translation. This is a classic of zoological illustration, its 127 large and beautifully
coloured plates showing wild and domestic quadrupeds, with a few of the plates depicting
two or more animals, sometimes from different species. The south German painter, engraver,
draughtsman and publisher Johann Elias Ridinger (1698-1767), born in Ulm, was educated
and worked in Augsburg. His beautiful and by turns charming, grotesque or amusing animal
plates in the present series are finely engraved and intended for colouring. The plates show
the animals in characteristic poses, sometimes in motion, in (mostly natural) landscapes. A
few show animals in captivity or otherwise reveal interactions between humans and animals.

€35,900 						

for details and images

Provenance: From the renowned hunting collection of Marcel Jeanson (1885-1942),
with his bookplate numbered 1622 (sale Sotheby’s Monaco, 28 February 1987); James Fairfax
(from his library at Retford Park, Bowral NSW, with bookplate).
Jeanson, 1622 (the present copy); Nissen, ZBI 3408; Schwerdt III, pp. 145-146; Thiébaud, col. 785 (citing Brunet); Thienemann, Johann Elias Ridinger 974-1102 (pp. 197-232, perversely numbering the plates 1-62, 69-133); Schwarz, Katalog einer
Ridinger-Sammlung, I, pp. 125-140 (Gutmann copy); St. Morét, “Wer hat das Thierreich so in seines Pinsels Macht?”, in:
Die Tierdarstellungen von Johann I Elias Ridinger (exhib. cat. Museum Jagdschloß Kranichstein, Darmstadt) (1999).
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17. SCHLICK,

Franz Heinrich, Graf von Bassano & Weiskirchen.

Mundus Physico-Mathematicis Quaestionibus Elucidatus…
Folio, with three engraved map plates; recent quarter dark calf and marbled boards. Salzburg, Johann Joseph Mayr, 1713.

Unusual 18th-century maps of Nova Hollandia
Rare: with little-known and unusual cartographic depictions of New Holland. This is an
unusually lavish presentation of a thesis, presented at Salzburg University by the exotically
titled Count Schlick. Two of his complex and interesting maps encompass the discoveries of
the previous century both of Australia and the Pacific in general, while a third plate has three
different projections of the world map. A copy of the book handled by us a few years ago had
a frontispiece which is not present here.

€4,400 							

Hordern House Rare Books Stuttgart 2021

for details and images

18. SCHOUTEN,

Wouter.

Ost-Indische Reyse…
Folio, title page printed in red and black; extra engraved title, engraved portrait, and 19 double-page engraved plates, with one full page engraving and many more engravings in the text; the second part with
engraving on the title page and 13 engraved plates; a handsome copy in old limp vellum with ties, spine
lettered in ink. Amsterdam, Jacob von Meurs u. Johannes von Sommern, 1676.

Dutch and Portuguese settlements in the East Indies
First German edition, published simultaneously with the Dutch edition. This German version
however has an extra part added (see below). Many times reprinted, in different forms, the
main work is by Schouten (his name is translated here as Walter Schultzen), a VOC ship’s
doctor whose description of his voyage to and experiences over several years in the East
Indies and at the Cape of Good Hope gives one of the most famous descriptions of the Dutch
(and Portuguese) settlements in the East Indies. It is a tremendous visual resource, with views
of Malacca, Batavia, Macassar, Ternate, Aniboina, Point de Galle, Colombo, Negapatam
and elsewhere. These richly inked detailed engravings were used to great advantage by the
Golden Cockerel Press to illustrate their publication of a translation of Jean de Lacombe’s
voyages to the East Indies (A Compendium of the East, 1937).

€4,000 							

for details and images

Howgego, S66; Huntress, 23C; Lach, ‘Asia in the Making of Europe’, III, p.496 (the Schelling wreck), pp. 1304-5
and passim; Landwehr, 286; Lipperheide, Ld2; Mendelssohn, South African Bibliography, II 279f; Tiele, ‘Nederlandsche
Bibliographie’, 991n and 462.
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19. STRABO

(Strabo of Amasia).

Strabonis rerum Geographicarum Libri XVII.
Folio, with a fine engraved title-page, parallel text in Greek and Latin in double columns; well-preserved
contemporary vellum, spine elegantly lettered in ink with in gilt ornament between raised bands, covers
ornately gilt with complex central emblematic device. Amsterdam, Joannes Wolters, 1707.

The best edition of Strabo’s “colossal work”
The best edition of Strabo’s enormous Geography, his kolossourgia or colossal work as he
described it himself. The influential Greek geographer who travelled widely, studied under
both Aristotelian and Stoic teachers, and spent some decades in Rome, wrote his work early
in the first century. Along with the less-known geographers Aratus and Geminus, Strabo
promulgated the idea that the torrid zone of the spherical globe was occupied throughout its
length by an ocean which divided his continent from another antipodal one in the southern
hemisphere. This edition is based on the critical edition by the great classical scholar Casaubon, here further edited with the addition of extensive notes from the best commentators, and
with the addition of text that had been omitted from the sources available to Casaubon. ‘The
annotations of preceding learned men are arranged with skill in their respective places, by the
care and diligence of [this edition’s editor] Almeloveen’ (Dibdin).

€4,400 							
Dibdin, II 433; Moss, II 621.
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20. [TORRES]

ARIAS, Juan Luis, de Loyola.

Señor… [Memorial urging the discovery of lands in the Southern Hemisphere]…
Quarto, no title-page as issued, 26 pp. and final leaf with simple colophon recto; attractive modern quarter calf binding, marbled boards. Edinburgh, Murray and Cochran, 1773.

Torres Strait, and a vast Franciscan mission for the Coral Sea
Extremely rare: now handled by us for the second time, this is the only copy known to have
been sold in many decades. The Arias Memorial is of signal importance for the 1605-1607
voyage of Quirós and Torres, as originally described in the early seventeenth century. Any
early work on Quirós is of obvious significance, while the Memorial is the most important
printed work on the enigmatic figure of Torres. Its rediscovery and publication (as here) in
1773 have ensured its survival since the printing in the 1630s, probably clandestine, is even
rarer, perhaps “impossibly” so, today. It was the great hydrographer Alexander Dalrymple,
chancing on an original printing of the work, who understood its significance as providing
the crucial first-hand evidence that the Torres Strait was navigable.

€22,100 						

for details and images

Provenance: Imperfectly-inked Australian library stamp; private collection (Melbourne);
Leonard Joel auction, 1994; Hordern House; private collection (Sydney).
George Collingridge, Discovery of Australia, (Sydney: 1895), pp. 225-228; Celsus Kelly, Calendar of Documents, Spanish
voyages in the South Pacific… (Madrid: 1965), esp. # 833; Celsus Kelly, ‘The Franciscan Missionary Plan for the Conversion
to Christianity of the Natives of the Austral Lands as proposed in the Memorials of Fray Juan de Silva, O.F.M.,’ The Americas, 17:3 (Jan. 1961), pp. 277-288; R.H. Major, Early Voyages to Terra Australis, (London: 1859), pp. 1-30; Sir C. Markham
(ed.), in The Voyages of Pedro Fernandez de Quiros, 1595-1606, (London: 1904), see esp. Vol. II, Appendix VIII, pp. 517-36.
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